


MasterBrews (Whelps, heroes & villains) proudly introduces to the ethereum
Blockchain its first “gamified automated nft drop” (G.A.N.D.)

innovative game theory, robust tokenomics and efficient SMART CONTRACT 
DESIGN, combine to fuel a rewards-laden, multi-season nft project.

While (beautifully, hand-drawn) traits are purely cosmetic in nature,
asset rarity will play an important role in determining battle outcomes.

A twelve-round bracket style tournament kicks off SHORTLY AFTER THE SALE CLOSES.
All battles take place automatically on-chain and are provably random.

Participation is not optional and costs no gas fees (other than minting). With 48 hours 
between each round, an active secondary market is encouraged.



EACH SEASON features a singular theme / guest artist and consists of
8 unique Factions, with 512 NFTs per faction (4,096 total).

Season one: norse mythology
artist: riotg3ar
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The Night of Champions will be a unique event,
consisting of the 4,096 warriors whose factions won their respective season.

Entry will be completely free for these warriors, with guaranteed prizes
no matter how early they may taste defeat.

The prize pool consists of 10% of all        end collected by minting or
reincarnation fees from seasons one through eight.

end rewards

 



A private offering of        end will be held, with the entire raise ($200,000 USD)
immediately funding public liquidity on uniswap/sushiswap. The lp token will

be burned, inspiring trust among the community.

EACH Season, ALL eliminated warriors that ARE NOT LOYAL to the winning
faction, will be OFFERED A CHANCE AT NEW LIFE. tHE FEE WILL BE SET AT  50,000        end.

       end will be the primary currency for purchases of NEW Warrior mints,
with A price TAG OF 75,000        end. MINTING WITH ETH WILL BE AVAILABLE AT A

20% PREMIUM IN ORDER TO BOLSTER        end BUYING PRESSURE.

       end FEES COLLECTED THROUGH MINTING and reincarnation will be used to
FUND subsequent Seasons, in accordance with the distribution below:
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Total Supply: 1,000,000,000

Player Prize Pool

250,000,000 (25%)

Liquidity Pool Pair

200,000,000 (20%)

170,000,000 (17%)

Staking Rewards

180,000,000 (18%)

200,000,000 (20%)

Team, Artists & Advisors 

private Sale
(100% of raise locked in the Liquidity Pool ) 



Earn up to 700% APR

     end earned through each season or purchased can be staked as soon
as minting for Season 1 has been completed.Depending on which of the

3 pools (7d, 14d, 30d) you choose will determine the associated APR.


